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Abstract 

In the scope of this research, it is aimed to determine emotional labor behavior and burnout level of football coaches 

and to examine the relationship between them. In this study conducted in relational survey model, Emotional Labor 

Scale developed by Diefendorff et al. (2005) and adapted to Turkish by Basım and Beğenirbaş (2012), and Maslach 

Burnout Sclae developed by Maslach and Jackson (1981) and adapted to Turkish by Ergin (1992) were applied to 

321 voluntary participants. Descriptive statistics (number of participants, minimum, maximum, mean, standard 

deviation) regarding emotional labor and burnout levels of participants were calculated. Besides, pearson correlation 

coefficient was calculated with the aim of determining the level of relation between the sub-dimensions of emotional 

labor and burnout. p significance level in difference tests was taken as 0,05. Research results showed that burnout 

levels of coaches were low; as the sub-dimensions of emotional labor scale, the factors of deep acting and genuine 

emotions were high, and the factor of surface acting was low. According to the correlation results, it was determined 

that there was a low level negative relation between their burnout levels and surface acting behavior and a low level 

positive significant relation between deep acting behavior and genuine emotions. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, a lot of profession areas require face-to-face and close interaction. It is observed that the individuals 

working in these professions whose aspects of human affairs are intense have emotional reactions up to emotional 

exhaustion (Sağlam, 2011). That the reactions such as emotional labor behaviors and burnout are mostly seen in the 

professions getting in peer-to-peer and intense contact with people makes the examination of the employees of sports 

institutions important.  

Coaches working in football clubs which have an important position in sports sector are the individuals bearing 

emotional labor responsibility and burnout predominantly. With this responsibility, the problems can occur because 

of the emotional contradiction arising from the differences between real emotions and the ones felt in working life. In 

addition to this, period of unhappiness growing out of problems concerning business or being experienced 

individually and called as burnout can cause negative results. Coaches have a crucial place in groups who experience 

burnout in football teams because the necessity of direct communication with athletes can lead to burnout due to the 

factors based on individuals, athletes and workload while it brings the use of emotional labor into the forefront.  

For this reason, coaches who are responsible for the team atmosphere should regulate the relations between athletes 

and the relations between themselves very well in order to provide success and should behave in a sensitive manner 

in this issue (Lazar, 2001).  

Thereby, if the coaches are considered as the director who educate his athletes and team in line with the specific 

purposes and focus on success (Akbulut & Altınkök, 2018), the examination of their emotional labor behaviors and 

burnout levels has importance.  

1.1 Emotional Labor 

The notion of emotional labor firstly conceptualized by Hochschild (1983) is used as the effort of managing 

emotions that an individual feels and expresses to the others according to the necessities of his business processes 

and professions.  
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Morris and Feldman (1997), on the other hand, define emotional labor as the individual effort, planning and 

controlling that is made to have employees reflect their emotions that is wanted to be shown by the organization to 

the interpersonal interactions.  

In the most general definition, the notion of emotional labor which can be stated as the regulation of authentic 

emotions to reflect appropriate emotions in workplace environment (Isenbarger & Zembylas, 2006) is quite 

important for the organization success (Basım, et. al., 2013).  

When there are differences between authentic emotions and the ones expected in business life, we are expected to 

show emotions that the professional position require, and in this case that should be made effort for the management 

of emotions (Theodosius, 2008). For this reason, individuals are required to regulate their emotions in the workplace 

environment. Emotional labor, which is defined as the reflection of appropriate emotions being suitable for the 

purposes of workplace by suppressing authentic emotions, has an important place in the business life (Brown, 2011).  

While Hochschild (1983) identifies emotional labor in two-dimensional structure composed of surface and deep 

behaviors, Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) state it in three dimensions such as surface, deep and authentic behavior.  

Surface labor behavior is that an employee pretends to have emotions that they do not really have; that is to say, it is 

the reflection of pretended emotions by employees (Kaya & Serçeoğlu, 2013). In other words, surface labor behavior 

is the different emotional reflections by hiding authentic emotions because of some reasons. Deep behavior, on the 

other hand, is called as deep acting or emotional effort. Deep acting behavior is the adaptation of an individual’s 

inner feelings to the ones that require him to be displayed (Eroğlu, 2014). That is to say, it is described as the 

endeavoring of an individual to bring his authentic emotions into conformity with the expected behaviors, and to 

experience the feelings that should be reflected personally (Beğenirbaş & Basım, 2013). As another dimension, 

authentic emotions are stated by Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) as the observance of the emotional behavior rules 

expected from the individuals without effort and the reflection of their emotions genuinely needed to be reflected to 

the behavior.  

In the general sense, the notion of emotional labor includes necessities of suppression so as to manage employees’ 

being in the position of convincing another person, or facial expressions and physical appearances which provide 

showing situations appropriately in the other people’s minds, according to the expectations of the ones who get 

service (Hochschild, 1983; Eroğlu, 2014).  

1.2 Burnout 

As a notion leading negations in professional business life of individuals and in their relations with the others, 

burnout has become an important problem for today’s world (Eroğlu, 2014).  

The concept of burnout is explained by Maslach as a syndrome revealing itself in the way that individuals in constant 

face-to-face professional interaction feel emotional burnout, they are desensitized towards the others encountered as 

part of their jobs and their senses of achievement and efficiency decrease (Aksel & Bağcı, 2017). 

According to the researches on burnout syndrome level, burnout level increases when the time spent with the people 

encountered in the workplace extends, the employees frequently interact with the same people, the number of person 

who they give service increases, the people getting service have great problems and the employees have face-to-face 

interaction with these people (Cemaloğlu & Şahin, 2007).  

This situation not only damages people who experience it but also destroys everything and everybody around an 

individual. According to Maslach, burnout (negative states such as anxiety, depression, self-esteem and mental health 

problems) can cause psychological breakdown (Konakay, 2013). 

Burnout, which is conceptualized as the reactions given in an emotional sense, is classified into three sub-dimensions 

such as emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and lack of personal accomplishment (Maslach et. al., 2001). 

Emotional exhaustion comes into prominence as a factor which affects individuals negatively in terms of orientating 

psychologically and physically and productivity (Yıldız, 2012). As a second sub-dimension, depersonalization occurs 

in consequence of the communication between individuals. To Maslach, an individual who experiences this 

syndrome intensely sees this state as a rescuer by having the idea that he feels incomplete in terms of problem 

solving and cooperation (Maslach & Goldberg, 1998). Lack of personal accomplishment arising out of different 

reasons such as intense work pressure of individuals can cause some negative situations such as feeling incomplete 

and burnout physically and emotionally. This dimension is the third one which causes individual’s burnout syndrome 

in the workplace to reach top-level (Gündüz, 2005).  
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1.3 The Relationship between Emotional Labor and Burnout 

As a result of researches on emotional labor behavior, the most important negative conclusion of it is the burnout 

syndrome (Özgen, 2010). Khan (2012), who examined the relationship between employees’ emotional labors and 

burnouts, found out that they are closely interrelated.  

Grandey determined that there was a directly proportional relation between emotional labor and burnout and that the 

emotional labor caused burnout in employees. Employees can feel physical fatigue and emotional exhaustion as they 

are always obliged to control their feelings to show expected emotional expressions (Grandey, 2000). 

In other words, the employee who tries to reveal appropriate behaviors by suppressing their authentic emotions 

dissatisfaction, burnout, overloaded role, and affective disharmony (Duran & Gümüş, 2013).  

Because of this disharmony, individual’s emotional exhaustion comes into question; therefore, he begins to 

depersonalize towards the others and loses his sense of success. These three factors in point are stated as “burnout” in 

literature. This is all to say, the more emotional labor of an individual increases, the more burnout level is affected by 

this (Aksel & Bağcı, 2017).  

In many researches on the relationship between emotional labor and burnout level in different occupational groups 

(Isenbarger & Zembylas, 2006; Zhang & Zhu, 2008; Choi & Kim, 2015; Kaplan & Ulutaş, 2016; Aziz et. al., 2018; 

Koçak & Gürsoy, 2018; Lee & Chelladurai, 2018), significant relations between emotional labor and different 

dimensions of burnout were determined. 

2. Method 

2.1 Research Model 

In this research, it was aimed to examine the relationship between emotional labor levels and burnout levels of 

coaches. In this context, it was organized in relational survey model that is one of the quantitative research methods. 

Because of the fact that the relationship between variables are defined, correlational researches are characterized as a 

type of descriptive research (Frankel & Wallen, 2009). In the relational survey models that are also called as 

correlational, the alteration of two or more variables is examined together (Büyüköztürk, Çakmak, Akgün, Karadeniz 

& Demirel, 2012). 

2.2 Population and Sample 

The population of the research consists of 862 coaches attending 2018 visa seminar in 1810 coaches who are 

affiliated to Turkish Football Coaches Association of Ankara. The research sample is composed of 266 coaches 

determined by sampling method which can be easily found by taking %95 confidence interval and 0.05 error margin 

into consideration on the basis of population identified in the scope of research population. The required sample size 

in constituting research sample was calculated by the equation suggested by Büyüköztürk et. al. (2012). 

𝑛 =
𝑛0

1 +
𝑛0

𝑁

 

Equation 2.1. Prediction of sample size in continuous variables 

Equation is calculated by n0 = (t2PQ)/d2 in 2.1. When the p significance value is taken 0,05, pq becomes equal to 

0,25 and t-score is 1,96. Thus, it is calculated as n0 =384,16 in the 0,05 significance level (Büyüköztürk, Çakmak, 

Akgün, Karadeniz, & Demirel, 2012). When n0 is put into formula, it is calculated as: 

n =
384,16

1 +
384,16

862

 = 265,73 = 266      

In the scope of this research, it is seen that the attained sample has the ability of representing target population of the 

study which is determined by the convenience sampling method and in which 321 coaches are reached. Convenience 

sampling is the sampling that is done on the available and voluntary individuals who are in the immediate circle and 

easy to reach (Erkuş, 2013). 

2.3 Data Collection Tools 

The data of this research is collected by Personal Information Form, Emotional Labor Scale, Maslach Burnout Scale. 
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2.3.1 Emotional Labor Scale  

With the aim of determining emotional labor levels of the coaches, Emotional Labor Scale developed by Diefendorff 

et. al. (2005) and adapted to Turkish by Basım and Beğenirbaş (2012) was used. In the scope of Turkish adaptation, it 

consists of the findings related to the validity and reliability values. The study was carried out by the data extracted 

from two different samples (n=152, n=273). As a result of analyses, it was determined that it displayed three-factor 

structure including sub-dimensions such as surface acting, deep acting, and authentic emotions. In addition to this, 

criterion referenced validity of the scale was also provided by taking advantage of burnout scale. On the other hand, 

in consequence of reliability analyses, Cronbach Alpha coefficient for the whole scale was calculates as ,80 for both 

samples. The results obtained showed that the adapted scale could be validly and reliably used in the measurement of 

emotional labor tendency for occupational life in Turkey. As a result of first-level confirmatory factor analysis, it was 

concluded that fit index values were compatible and the relationship between sub-factors of the scale was not so high. 

In this regard, total score could not be reached due to the fact that sub-factors of the scale were independent of each 

other. 

2.3.2 Maslach Burnout Scale 

In the scope of the research, Maslach Burnout Scale developed by Maslach and Jackson (1981) and adapted to 

Turkish by Ergin (1992) was used in order to determine burnout levels of coaches. In this scale, there are 22 items 

including emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and lack of personal accomplishment. The items are graded in 5 

point likert scale. Because the items which are in the dimension of lack of personal accomplishment include negative 

statements, all the items are coded reversely. Maslach Burnout Scale was adapted to Turkish by Ergin (1992) and 

cronbach alpha coefficients were calculated as 0,83 for emotional exhaustion, 0,71 for depersonalization, and 0,72 

for lack of personal accomplishment by the data obtained from the groups consisting of 552 doctors and nurses. 

2.4 Data Analysis 

The data collected in the scope of the research were processed into SPSS-21 packaged software. Before we examined 

the relationship between emotional labor levels and burnout levels of coaches, normality and Levene homogeneity 

test was made to decide whether the distribution was parametric or nonparametric. Skewness and kurtosis value was 

investigated to test normal distribution hypothesis of the scores regarding sub-factor of the scale belonging to the 

data obtained from the scale. When it was compared with p<,05 value by making the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z Test 

for normality of the distribution and Levene Homogeneity Tests for homogeneity of the distribution, it was found 

that there was no significant deviation; that is to say, the distributions of the scores obtained from the scale were 

normal and homogeny. At the same time, it is stated that skewness and kurtosis coefficients as a measure of 

normality hypothesis can be accepted to be in between -1 and +1 (Morgan, Leech, Gloeckner & Barrett, 2004). That 

the measurements are made in the level of interval and ratio scale supports the parametric test assumptions (Köklü, 

Büyüköztürk & Bökeoğlu, 2007). In this case, the relationship between emotional labor levels of coaches and their 

burnout was investigated by Pearson correlation analysis. The descriptive statistic results (minimum value, maximum 

value, mean and standard deviation) of the scores obtained from the scales were also included. 

3. Results 

3.1 First Sub-Problem: What is the Level of Emotional Labor of Coaches? 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistic Results regarding Sub-Factors of Emotional Labor Sclae of Coaches 

Emotional Labor Scale Number of Items N Minimum Maximum   (Mean) S 

Surface Acting 6 321 6,00 26,00 12,31 (2,05) 4,96 

Deep Acting 4 321 7,00 20,00 16,36 (4,09) 3,13 

Authentic Emotions 3 321 8,00 15,00 13,08 (4,36) 1,83 

Intervals (5-1)/5=0,80 Criterion: 1,00-1,79=Too Low; 1,80-2,59=Low; 2,60-3,39=Medium; 3,40-4,19=High; 

4,20-5,00=Too High 

According to Table 1 indicating the distributions of emotional labor levels of coaches, emotional labor levels of 

coaches in the sub-factor “surface acting” have the mean of    =12,31 (S=4,96). It is seen that they have the 

low-level surface acting with the mean of criterion score 2,05 occurring as a result of division of item number. 

It is seen that coaches’ emotional labor levels in terms of sub-factor “deep acting” have the mean of  =16,36 

(S=3,13). Besides, they have the high-level deep acting with the mean of criterion score 4,09 occurring as a result of 

division of item number.  
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Their emotional labor levels in terms of sub-factor “authentic emotions” have the mean of  =13,08 (S=1,83) and 

they have the too high-level authentic emotions with the mean of criterion score 4,36 occurring as a result of division 

of item number. 

3.2 Second Sub-Problem: What is the Level of Burnouts of Coaches? 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistic Results regarding Sub-Factors and Overall of Maslach Burnout Scale of Coaches 

Maslach Burnout Scale Number of Items N Minimum Maximum   (Mean) S 

Emotional Exhaustion 9 321 9,00 35,00 17,35(1,93) 5,89 

Depersonalization 5 321 5,00 19,00 8,66(1,73) 3,03 

Lack of Personal Accomplishment 8 321 8,00 29,00 15,57(1,95) 5,12 

Overall Scale  22 321 23,00 67,00 41,58(1,89) 11,11 

Intervals (5-1)/5=0,80 Criterion: 1,00-1,79=Too Low; 1,80-2,59=Low; 2,60-3,39=Medium; 3,40-4,19=High; 

4,20-5,00=Too High 

In Table 2, the distributions of burnout levels of coaches are examined. Their burnout levels in terms of sub-factor 

“emotional exhaustion” have the mean of  =17,35 (S=5,89) and they have the low-level emotional exhaustion with 

the mean of criterion score 1,93 occurring as a result of division of item number.  

It is seen that coaches’ burnout levels in terms of sub-factor “depersonalization” have the mean of  =8,66 (S=3,03). 

In addition to this, they have the too low-level depersonalization with the mean of criterion score 1,73 occurring as a 

result of division of item number.  

Their burnout levels in terms of sub-factor “lack of personal accomplishment” have the mean of  =15,57 (S=5,12) 

and they have the low-level lack of personal accomplishment with the mean of criterion score 1,95 occurring as a 

result of division of item number.  

Maslach burnout scale indicates that the burnout levels of coaches are  =41,58 (S=11,11) and they have low-level 

burnout with the mean of criterion score 1,89 occurring as a result of division of item number. 

3.3 Third Sub- Problem: Is There a Relationship between Burnout Levels and Emotional Labor Levels of Coaches? 

Table 3. Pearson Correlation Analysis Results regarding the Relationship between Burnout Levels and Emotional 

Labor Levels of Coaches 

  Surface Acting Deep Acting Authentic Emotions 

Emotional Exhaustion 
r 0,15(*) -0,14(*) -0,04 

p ,004 ,005 ,237 

Depersonalization 
r 0,22(*) 0,012 -0,11(*) 

p ,000 ,418 ,023 

Lack of Personal Accomplishment 
r -0,06 -0,25(*) -0,41(*) 

p ,157 ,000 ,000 

Overall Maslach Burnout Scale 
r 0,11(*) -0,19(*) -0,24(*) 

p ,021 ,000 ,000 

In Table 3, the relationship between burnout levels and emotional labor levels of coaches are examined. There is a 

significant and positive yet low-level relationship between burnout levels concerning emotional exhaustion and 

emotional labor level concerning surface acting according to r=0,15, p<,05. There is also a significant and negative 

yet low relationship between emotional exhaustion and deep acting related to emotional labor level according to 

r=-0,14, p<,05. Lastly, there is no significant relationship between emotional exhaustion and authentic emotions 

regarding emotional labor levels according to p>,05.  

It is also seen that there is a positive and significant yet low-level relationship between burnout levels and emotional 

labor levels regarding surface acting according to r=0,22, p<,05. On the other hand, there is no relationship between 

burnout levels and deep acting regarding emotional labor level according to p>,05. It is seen that there is a significant 

and negative yet low-level relationship between burnout levels and authentic emotions related to emotional labor 

levels.  
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There is no relationship between burnout levels concerning lack of personal accomplishment and emotional labor 

level concerning surface acting according to p>,05; however, it has the negative and significant yet low-level 

relationship with deep acting regarding emotional labor level according to r=-0,25, p<,05. The relationship between 

burnout levels and emotional labor levels is negative and significant yet medium-level according to r=-0,41, p<,05.  

It is also seen that there is a positive and significant yet low-level relationship between burnout levels and emotional 

labor levels regarding surface acting according to r=0,11, p<,05. Besides, there is a negative and significant yet 

low-level relationship between burnout levels and deep acting regarding emotional labor level according to r=-0,19, 

p>,05. It is seen that there is a significant and negative yet low-level relationship between burnout levels and 

authentic emotions related to emotional labor levels according to r=-0,24, p<,05. 

4. Discussion 

In the scope of research, it was aimed to determine emotional labor and burnout levels of coaches and to examine the 

relationship between some variables. Accordingly, descriptive statistics concerning emotional labor and burnout 

levels of coaches were firstly calculated, and the mean score (1,89) regarding the overall burnout scale of coaches 

was in low-level. It was also determined that “emotional exhaustion” (1,93) and “lack of personal accomplishment” 

(1,95) were in low level and “depersonalization” (1,75) was in too low-level. When the sub-dimensions of emotional 

labor scale of coaches were examined, it was determined that “surface acting” (2,05) was in low level, “deep acting” 

(4,09) was in high level and “authentic emotions” (4,36) was in too high level.  

With reference to these results, it can be said that coaches generally experience burnout in low level in their business 

life; however, they can suppress their stress and the negative situations in business life. Indeed, football coaches 

interact with directors, media, fans, referees, and athletes. This interaction puts the pressure on coaches and it causes 

to be unavoidable that they undergo stress in their business life. According to Maslach (2003), burnout especially in 

business life is a psychological syndrome including a long-term reaction developed against the stress factors in 

workplace. Additionally, that the dimension of depersonalization is in low level can result from the need for 

peer-to-peer and close relation with the athletes as part of coaches’ jobs. Likewise, depersonalization is stated as the 

tendency of keeping an employee’s distance with the people that are serviced (Maslach et. al., 2001). In the same 

vein of our research findings, Uğur (2014) states in his study on burnout levels of active football coaches that they 

save their energies physically and psychologically and their burnout levels are low as they do their jobs with love 

despite a lot of difficulties and pressures.  

At the same time, that the coaches’ reflection of acting and authentic emotions behavior is in high level and their 

reflection of surface acting is in low level arises out of that coaches are attentive to the communication with their 

athletes. Surface behavior is the reflection of emotions that are not really felt or the non-reflection of emotions really 

felt (Avcı & Boylu, 2010). Attitudes and behaviors of coaches and their communication link is a kind of method 

including psychological factors affecting performance of athletes positively or negatively (Lazar, 2001).  

When the correlation results of data obtained from emotional labor scale and burnout scale of coaches were 

examined, it was determined that there was a positive yet low-level relationship between “surface acting” 

sub-dimension of emotional labor scale and emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and the overall burnout scale. 

Besides, the negative yet low-level relationship between “deep acting” sub-dimension of emotional labor scale and 

emotional exhaustion, lack of personal accomplishment, and the overall burnout scale was found. It was also 

determined that there was a negative yet medium-level relationship between “authentic emotions” sub-dimension of 

emotional labor scale and lack of personal accomplishment while there was a negative yet low-level relationship 

between authentic emotions and depersonalization and the overall burnout scale.   

If we are to state in general, when the acting and authentic emotions behavior of coaches increases, their burnout 

levels decrease in low level. On the other hand, when their surface acting behavior increases, their burnout levels 

increase in low level. Related to our findings, Köse et. al. (2011) state that surface behavior increases emotional 

exhaustion and depersonalization levels. An individual who reflects surface acting behavior experiences 

dissatisfaction, exhaustion, overloaded role feeling, and affective disharmony by trying to show appropriate 

behaviors and suppressing his real emotions (Duran & Gümüş, 2013). If the really-felt emotions and the reflected 

behaviors are different from each other, role conflict stated as affective disharmony is experienced. This situation is 

about the conflict between the possessed values of an individual and the position where he wants to be (role 

expectation). As a conclusion, it causes stress and emotional exhaustion accordingly (Güngör, 2009). In other words, 

individuals can feel emotional and physical fatigue as they have to control their emotions continuously in order to 

reflect the expected emotional expressions (Grandey, 2000). 
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In parallel with our research, Zhang and Zhu (2008) state that the reflection of authentic emotions has the negative 

relationship with emotional exhaustion and deep acting while it shows positive relationship with surface acting. 

Youngmi (2016) who examines the relationship between emotional labor and burnout levels of teachers finds out that 

there is a positive relationship between them. In addition to this, the positive relationship between surface behavior 

and emotional exhaustion has the highest value. When the related literature is viewed, it is seen that surface acting 

has positive and significant relationship with emotional exhaustion and depersonalization in different occupational 

groups (Grandey, 2003; Oral & Köse, 2011; Eroğlu, 2014; Serin, 2014; Yılmaz et. al., 2015). 

The significant relationships between burnout levels and sub-dimensions of emotional labor are expected to be 

studied. Khan (2012) who examines the relationship between emotional labor and burnout shows that there is a close 

relationship between emotional labor and burnouts of employees. 

As a conclusion, it was determined that burnout levels of the football coaches in the scope of the research were low, 

their surface acting and authentic emotions were in high level, and the factor of surface acting was in low level. At 

the same time, it was found out that there was a negative and significant yet low-level relationship between burnout 

levels and surface acting behaviors of coaches and a positive and significant yet low-level relationship between deep 

acting and authentic emotions behavior. When the literature is investigated, the most negative result of emotional 

labor behaviors is the burnout syndrome (Özgen, 2010). Similarly, Grandey (1999) states that there is a directly 

proportional relationship between emotional labor and burnout and emotional labor causes burnout in employees.  

In this scope, the limits of coaches’ roles should be determined, role conflicts should be minimized as far as possible 

and some activities towards keeping their internal motivations high should be done in order not to cause emotional 

exhaustion that can lead to important problems for coaches. 
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